BRIDGING SF AND PP

BRIDGING

COMMON GROUND AND DIFFERENCES

SOLUTION FOCUS AND POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
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POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

1997

PP research:
- hope
- positive emotions
- optimism
- resilience
- happiness
- self-esteem
- self-efficacy
- etc.

•
•
•
•
•

Theory vs practice
Present vs future focus
Strenghts vs what works
‘Knowing’ vs ‘not-knowing’
Individual vs interactional
view

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
•
•

• the ‘Nikki principle‘

A positive focus

Study of what makes life worth living
Study of the conditions and processes that lead to
optimal functioning (individual, relations, work)
- reverse focus from negative to positive
- develop language of strenghts
- build, notice and harness positive emotions
- build strategies of hope and optimal performance

HOPE THEORY
•

•

BROADEN AND BUILD THEORY
OF POSITIVE EMOTIONS (FREDRICKSON)

• Explains how increasing

Hope is like a journey, you
need 3 things:
- destination (goal)
- roadmap (steps toward goal)
- means of transportation
(motivation to change)

positive emotions creates an
upward spiral that leads to
future positive emotions.....

• and leads to more open,

creative and flexible thinking
processes, more empathy,
enhanced psychological
strenghts, better social
connections and even better
physical health.......

‘Stretch goal’: What would you
prefer instead of the problem?
Challenge 50%

THE BROADEN HYPOTHESIS
• Positive emotions

BROADEN the scopes of
attention and cognition and
lead to a widened array of
thoughts and action impulses
in the mind

THE BUILD HYPOTHESIS
• Explains the functionality of
positive emotions:

- unlike negative emotions during
which the body becomes prepared
physically and mentally for
immediate action (‘flight or fight’)
- the adaptive value of positive
emotions lies not in the moment,
but over the longterm (BUILDING
resilience, relationships, health, etc)

AND THERE IS EVIDENCE.....
•

Positive emotions increase the
number of potential behavioral
options

•

Positive emotions have an
‘undoing effect’ on negative
emotions

•

‘Flourishing’ positivity ratio:
3 : 1 for individuals
5 : 1 for relations
6 : 1 for teams

BRIDGING SF AND PP
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledgement
Focus on preferred future (“Where to?”)

SOLUTION FOCUS
• “Where to?” instead of
“Where from?”

• “I don’t know......”
• “Not the airport....”

DIFFERENCES SF AND PP 1
•

Theory - practice
Nature of PP is academic
Nature of SF is finding what works for this client at this
moment in this context

•

Strenghts - what works
PP talks of ‘strenghts’ and ‘character traits’ (constructs of
personality)
SF has no interest or belief in universal strenghts. SF
picks out salient aspects of a particular situation, finding
resources or exceptions within contexts

Finding positive exceptions
Scaling questions
Focus on competences
Giving compliments....
all generate hope and positive emotions

DIFFERENCES SF AND PP 2
•

Present focus- future focus
PP asks: Where are we now and where do we want to go?
(A > B);
SF begins with the end in mind and works backwards (B >
A)

•

Knowing - not-knowing
PP wants to find out what’s generally true and produces
theories that can be tested.;
SF has a not-knowing stance: ‘every case is different’

•

Invidivual - interactional view
PP is individual: what happens in the head?;
SF is interactional: ‘the action is in the interaction’:
The mental is manifest in our way of action.

•

What are your ideas about the relationship between PP and
SF?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND
ATTENTION

HAPPINESS HOMEWORK

• During this conference

(and maybe during the
rest of your life?) do 5
nice things for other
people every day............

